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Experimental evidence for the role of cantori as barriers in a quantum system

K. Vant, G. Ball, H. Ammann, and N. Christensen*
Department of Physics, University of Auckland, Private Bag 92019 Auckland, New Zealand

~Received 20 August 1998!

We investigate the effect of cantori on momentum diffusion in a quantum system. Ultracold cesium atoms
are subjected to a specifically designed periodically pulsed standing wave. A cantorus separates two chaotic
regions of the classical phase space. Diffusion through the cantorus is classically predicted. Quantum diffusion
is only significant when the classical phase-space area escaping through the cantorus per period greatly exceeds
Planck’s constant. Experimental data and a quantum analysis confirm that the cantori act as barriers.
@S1063-651X~99!04603-6#

PACS number~s!: 05.45.2a, 03.65.Bz, 42.50.Lc, 72.15.Rn
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I. INTRODUCTION

The study of nonintegrable Hamiltonian systems has c
tributed much to the understanding of dynamics in both
classical and quantum domains. Classical phase s
can contain the rich structure of resonances, Kolmogor
Arnol’d-Moser ~KAM ! tori, cantori, and regions of stocha
ticity. Knowing quantum mechanics to be the correct d
scription of physical phenomena has motivated physicist
search for the signatures of these classical structures w
the quantum regime. Hypersensitivity to initial conditions
hallmark of classical chaos, is noticeably absent with qu
tum mechanics. The study@1,2# and experimental observa
tion of dynamical localization@3,4# dramatically displayed
how quantum mechanics can eliminate stochastic diffus
There has always been the hope that a clear transition
tween quantum and classical physics could be achieved
whereas one can always theoretically allow\→0 and realize
classical behavior,\’s small but nonzero value always exis
in the laboratory. With\Þ0 there is a clear distinction be
tween the properties of classical chaos and its associ
quantum counterpart.

The presence of KAM tori and cantori in the classic
phase space are predicted to influence the correspon
quantum system. If a KAM boundary is unbroken it w
prohibit classical diffusion through it, but quantum mecha
cal tunneling across the barrier is possible. When interac
terms in the perturbing Hamiltonian are sufficiently large
as to break up the boundary and create a cantorus orturn-
stile, classical particles will quickly diffuse through that ca
torus but the quantum wave function will be inhibited@5–8#.
Given a periodic perturbing Hamiltonian, a heuristic mod
proposes that when the classical phase-space area esc
through the cantorus each period is;\ then quantum diffu-
sion is constrained@7,8#. Even though the barrier has bee
broken, the quantum wave function still appears totunnel
through the cantorus. The quantum system somehow se
the cantorus, resulting in a diminished probability for pe
etration of the barrier than that predicted classically.

*Electronic address: n.christensen@auckland.ac.nz
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The structure of this paper is as follows. In Sec. II w
introduce the experimental details of our study of cant
constraining the diffusion of quantum particles. The resu
of our experiment, along with our classical and quantum c
culations, are presented in Sec. III. We examine the diff
ence between dynamical localization and cantori localizat
in Sec. IV. Finally, a summary is contained in Sec. V.

II. EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS

A unique and pristine environment for studying quantu
chaos is achieved through the use of laser cooled neu
atoms within a modulated standing wave of light@3–4,9–
11#. The observation of dynamical localization in the atom
optics realization of thed-kicked rotor @9–11# provided an
important experimental link to the most studied system
Hamiltonian chaos. In this present paper we again sub
our ultracold cesium atoms to a pulsed standing wave of n
resonant light. A periodic pulsed potential of finite wid
~as used in thed-kicked rotor experiments@9–11#! produces
a KAM boundary, which becomes more noticeable f
longer pulse widths. However, a train of single pulses is
the best system for observing diffusion through cantori as
classical phase space outside the boundary is not stro
chaotic and contains many regular regions. We theref
subjected our atoms to a train of double pulses. The pu
train consists of two rectangular pulses of durationtp
51.25ms with their leading edges separated byts52.5ms.
The double pulses occur at everyT525ms. Figure 1~a! dis-
plays our double pulse train. Adopting the notation used
@9–11#, we can write the dimensionless form of the Ham
tonian as

H5
r2

2
2k cosf(

l 51

N

f ~ t2 l !, ~1!

where thef (t) specifies the temporal shape of the pulses.
an infinite train of kicks the Hamiltonian can be written a

H5
r2

2
2k (

r 52`

`

ar cos~f22prt !, ~2!
2846 ©1999 The American Physical Society
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where a051/10 and arÞ05@sin(3rp/20)2sin(rp/20)#/
(rp). The classical interpretation of Eq.~2! shows that the
fundamental resonances are located atr r52pr . The benefit
of using this type of pulsed system is illustrated in Fig. 1~b!,
where the magnitudes of thear terms are displayed. Th
KAM boundary, located atr510p, corresponds to the zer
energy of ther 55 term. Note that there is a relatively larg
amount of energy forr .5. One can see in the Poinca´
sections displayed in Fig. 2 that ther510p cantorus sepa
rates two strongly chaotic regions; the boundary is clea
visible for k570 but is completely broken up whenk
5300. Another KAM boundary atr530p provides the up-
per boundary to the second region, and remains unbroke
all kick strengths used in our experiment. We prepare
atoms so that they initially lie within ther510p cantori, and
we monitor their subsequent evolution through the barrie

In order to establish the connection between the dim
sionless parameters used above and those that ca
achieved in a laboratory, we consider an atom~transition
frequencyv0! suspended in a standing wave of near reson
light ~frequencyv1!. Under the assumption of a large detu
ing compared to the Rabi frequency, the atoms’ excited-s
amplitude can adiabatically be eliminated. Then the resul
Hamiltonian governing thecoherent time evolution reads
@9–11#

H5
p2

2m
2

\Veff

8
cos~2klx! (

q51

N

f ~ t2qT!, ~3!

where Veff5V2(s45/d451s44/d441s43/d43) and V/2 is the
resonant Rabi frequency corresponding to a single beam.
terms in brackets take account of the different dipole tran
tions between the relevant hyperfine levels in cesiumF
54→F855,4,3). Thed4 j are the corresponding detuning
and, assuming equal populations of the Zeeman suble
the numerical values for thes4 j are s455

11
27 , s445

7
36 , and

s435
7

108. The function f (t) represents the shape of o
double kicks, discussed above. The dimensionless Ha
tonian is then recovered withf52klx, r52klTp/m, t8
5t/T, andH85(4kl

2T2/m)H; the primes are subsequent
dropped. The kick strength isk5Veff vRT2, and vR

5\kl
2/2m is the recoil frequency. The quantum features

FIG. 1. Time sequence~a! of the pulse~in units of ms!, and the
magnitude of the Fourier componentsar ~b! used in the Hamil-
tonian, Eq.~2!.
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the d-kicked rotor enter through the commutation relati
@f,r#5 ik” , wherek”58vRT. The relationship between mo
menta isn5p/(2\kL)5r/k” .

Explicit details of the experimental set-up can be found
@11#. Approximately 105 Cs atoms are initially trapped
cooled in a magneto-optic trap~MOT! to a temperature of 10
mK. The position distribution of the trapped atoms has a f
width at half-maximum of 200mm. After trapping and cool-
ing the magnetic field gradient, the trapping beam and

FIG. 2. Classical phase space for the relatively small k
strengthk570 ~a!, with boundaries clearly visible atr510p and
r530p. For the kick strength ofk5300 ~b! the r510p cantori
have completely broken up.
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2848 PRE 59K. VANT, G. BALL, H. AMMANN, AND N. CHRISTENSEN
repumping beam are turned off, leaving the atoms in theF
54 ground state. The atoms are then subjected to a m
lated periodic potential from a third laser diode. This be
passes through an acousto-optic modulator, is collimated
measured waist~1/e2 intensity radius! of 0.95 mm, and is
then retroreflected from a mirror outside the vacuum cel
generate the one-dimensional potential. The maximum R
frequency at the MOT center isV/2p5100 MHz, for a total
power of 10 mW. The finite widths of the kicking bea
waist and the atomic cloud result in a narrow distribution
k with a root mean square~rms! spread of 6% andkmean
'0.94kmax ~kmax is the value on the beam axis!. In the fol-
lowing, when specifyingk, this always refers tokmean. The
kick strengthk was varied by adjustingV while maintaining
a detuning ofd45/2p52.8 GHz to the blue. For our detunin
the spread in coupling strengths created by differing ac s
shifts of the different magnetic sublevels was below 1%.
measure the atomic momentum distribution we use a ti
of-flight technique with a ‘‘freezing molasses’’@9–11# with
an expansion time of 12 ms.

III. RESULTS FROM CALCULATIONS
AND THE EXPERIMENT

The purpose of the experiment discussed in this pape
to examine the diffusion of particles through the barrier
r510p. Initially our Cs atoms are prepared in the MO
with a temperature of 10mK, or a variance ofsr59.2 in
terms of the dimensionless momentumr. This places the
initial momentum distribution within the cantori. After
number of kick cycles of sufficient strength the resulti
atomic momentum distribution quickly resembles that d
played in Fig. 3. The effects of the cantori are clearly d

FIG. 3. An example of a measured momentum distribut
~solid! for kick strengthk5310 and number of kicksN556, along
with that predicted via a quantum~dotted! or classical~dot-dashed!
analysis. The vertical lines correspond to the location of the barr
at r510p andr530p.
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cernible. For this example we hadk5310 andN556. Note
the wings in the distribution outside of ther510p cantori,
but before ther530p boundary. For comparison we displa
the predicted distributions for quantum and classical calcu
tions. The asymmetry in the measured line shape arounr
50 is due to fringes in the freezing molasses. The l
shapes are consistent in appearance over two or three da
which point the entire optical system is typically reop
mized. Figure 4 displays the temporal evolution of the li
shapes fork5300. The traces correspond toN53, 6, 44, and
68. There is an initial spreading of the line shape, follow
by a subsequent saturation with shoulders appearing on
line shape at the location of ther510p cantori.

In keeping with the work of Geisel and co-workers@5,6#
we measured and calculated the percentage of particles
would cross ther510p cantori as a function of kick numbe
and kick strength. All our measurements were at a fix
‘‘Planck’s constant’’ ofk”52.6; the consequences of a vari
tion of k” in this double pulse system will be the subject
future work. In this present work we also purposely avoid t
influence of spontaneous emission. The study of how de
herence introduced via spontaneous emission can affec
ability of particles to flow through the cantori is intriguing
and will be presented in a forthcoming publication. In th
present study we accounted for spontaneous emission b
cluding it in our quantum computation, and comparing it to
computation where the effect is absent. We can there
confirm that our experimental results are from a regi
where the influence of spontaneous emission is minimal,
still noticeable. Our quantum analysis is based on a den
matrix calculation. Spontaneous emission is included via
inclusion of an interaction term,H int52zuk”f( l 51

N d(t2 l )
to the Hamiltonian~1!, where z is either 0 or 1,^z&5h

rs

FIG. 4. Measured momentum distribution for kick strengthk
5300 as the number of kicks increases;N53 ~dot-dashed line!,
N56 ~dashed line!, N544 ~dotted line!, and N566 ~solid line!.
The vertical lines correspond to the location of the barriers ar
510p andr530p.
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5probability for spontaneous emission per double kick, a
uk” is the recoil momentum projected onto the kicking be
axis ~u chosen randomly on the interval@21,1#!.

The influence of KAM boundaries on the momentum d
tribution of atoms in similar experiments has been previou
observed@4#. The Austin group has also recently carried o
a systematic investigation of the finite-time pulsed rotor s
tem @12#, with single kicks. By increasing the duration of th
pulses they bring in the KAM boundary and observe a
duction in the energy of the atomic distribution.

There exists a heuristic explanation for the inhibition
quantum diffusion through partial barriers and turnsti
@7,8#. When the flux per period of phase space area esca
through classical cantorus is comparable to or less t
Planck’s constant, then quantum diffusion is suppressed
penetration through the barrier is only via tunneling. O
experimental observations and theoretical analysis sup
this hypothesis. In Fig. 5 we display the results of quant
and classical analyses that predict the percentage of a
that will be found outside ther510p cantori as a function
of kick number for various kick strengths; both the classi
and quantum calculations omit spontaneous emission.
initial distribution corresponds to 10mK or a variance of
sr59.2, or 99.9% of the atoms within ther510p cantori.
Our computer simulations reveal that the KAM boundary
broken atk<50. With the barrier broken the classical pa
ticles will eventually spread themselves uniformly betwe
the r5630p barriers, thereby giving a probability to b
found outside ther510p cantori of 2

3. For k5310 the clas-
sical particles reach this equilibrium in about 70 kicks.

We have numerically calculated the classical phase sp
flux through the cantorus per kicking cycle. We assume
particles are uniformly spatially distributed, but with initia
momentum ofr510p. Referring to the kick strengths dis
played in Fig. 5, we find that the phase space area per pe

FIG. 5. The probability for finding the particles outside ther
510p cantori, vs kick number as calculated via classical~dashed!
and quantum~solid! analyses for kick strengths ofk5310 ~upper!,
240 ~middle!, and 120~lower!.
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moving across the cantorus to larger momenta is prop
tional to k2, with values of 5.4k” , 3.4k” , and 0.88k” for k
5310, 240, and 120, respectively. The ability of the cant
to constrain the quantum particles is clearly displayed. T
quantum system quickly reaches its own equilibrium, w
significantly fewer atoms outside the cantori. Only for kic
strengths aroundk51200 does the quantum system begin
mimic the classical, with the probability for penetration
the cantori exceeding 60% and the phase space area pe
riod moving across the cantorus at 31k” .

The experimental results for our diffusion experiment a
shown in Fig. 6. Displayed are the measured probabilities
finding our Cs atoms outside ther510p cantori. Also
shown are the results of quantum analyses that include
spontaneous emission rates for the experimental parame
The spontaneous emission rate per kicking cycle ish52.1,
1.7, and 0.83% fork5310, 240, and 120, respectively. W
see good agreement between the measured and calcu
probabilities. For strong kick strengths the final measu
probabilities are noticeably smaller than those predicted c
sically; for N'70 we measure 37 and 12% fork5310 and
240, respectively, whereas the classical prediction gives
and 48%. The broken cantori still dramatically restrict t
movement of atoms through the classically broken barr
By blocking our retroreflected beam we experimentally co
firm that our small spontaneous emission rates create m
mal heating and do not produce any movement of the ato
through the cantori.

The resolution of our charge-coupled device~19 pixels/
mm!, coupled with our 12 ms expansion time, allowed us

FIG. 6. The probability for finding the particles outside ther
510p cantori, vs kick number for experimental~data points! and a
quantum simulation~lines! that includes spontaneous emission f
kick strengths ofk5310 ~* and dotted line!, 240 ~s and dashed
line! and 120 ~1 and dot-dashed line!. The position of ther
510p momentum line is determined to an accuracy ofDr
560.8, resulting in an uncertainty in our measured probability
64%. Multiple repetition of our experiment provides a spread
the measured values of64%.
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determine the position of ther510p momentum line to an
accuracy ofDr560.8. At our strongest kick strength ofk
5310 this results in an uncertainty in our measured proba
ity of 64%. We repeat our experiment a number of tim
during each experimental session, and the resulting sprea
our measured values is64%.

IV. CANTORI LOCALIZATION
AND DYNAMICAL LOCALIZATION

Different process can contribute to a quantum syste
inhibition to diffusion. Dynamical localization is certainl
the reason for the elimination of momentum diffusion in t
kicked rotor@1,2# and its atomic optics realization@9–11# at
sufficiently high kick strengths; we note that others@13# dis-
agree with this conclusion for the experiment described
Refs. @3# and @4#. Recent theoretical work on discontinuou
quantum systems displays dynamical localization and can
inhibition of diffusion in the same system@14#. Previously,
other studies also focused on the transition from cantori
calization to dynamical localization@15#. For the experiment
described in this present paper the cantori also act as bar
Whereas dynamical localization results in an exponential
shape for the momentum distribution in thed kicked rotor,
the quantum version of our double kick system quick
settles into the type of distribution that is displayed in Figs
and 4. Our measurements and quantum analysis show
the system’s probability for penetration of the barrier sa
rates at values far below the classical prediction.

The effect of dynamical localization is universal, and a
pears in a broad class of systems. To some extent it will a
contribute to the restriction of momentum diffusion in o
double kick system. In order to more closely examine d

FIG. 7. An example of the calculated momentum distributi
for kick strengthk5300 and number of kicksN550 for the double
~solid line! and single~dotted line! kicked systems. The vertica
lines correspond to the location of the barriers atr510p and r
530p. The calculation includes a spontaneous emission rate oh
50.02 per pulse period.
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namical and cantori localization we compare the dou
kicked system to one with a single kick, but with the sam
total pulse area. In the following the kick strength isk
5300, while the single kick has a pulse length oft
52.5ms, and pulse periodT525ms. For the single kick
system there will be nor510p cantori, but a KAM bound-
ary at r520p. Figure 7 displays the results of a quantu
calculation for the momentum line shapes after 50 k
cycles. The calculation includes the slight effect of spon
neous emission rate ofh50.02 per kick cycle for a detuning
of 2.8 GHz. The single kick line shape is not perfectly e
ponential in shape, and is definitely constrained by itsr
520p KAM boundary. Similar line shapes for the finit
pulse kicked rotor have been previously experimentally st
ied @12#. One can clearly observe the different shape for
double kick momentum distribution; the shoulders develop
the location of ther510p cantori. In Fig. 8 we have the
experimentally observed momentum line shapes for
single and double kicked atoms. Once again the should
are observed for the double kicked system at ther510p
cantori. The single kick momentum distribution is broa
enough such that its localization length would extend to
location of the cantori atr510p. Hence the effect of these
cantori become important and noticeable in the double k
system.

If we model our kicked system as a kicked rotor then
prediction can be made for the localization length one wo
expect from dynamical localization. A kick strength ofk
5300, a single kick pulse length oft52.5ms, and pulse
periodT525ms provides a classical stochasticity parame
for the kicked rotor ofk530 @10,11#. Dynamical localization
would predict a characteristic exponential distributi

FIG. 8. An example of a measured momentum distribution
kick strengthk5300 and number of kicksN550 for the double
~solid line! and single~dotted line! kicked systems at a detuning o
2.8 GHz. The vertical lines correspond to the location of the ba
ers atr510p andr530p.
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;exp(22uru/lr), with localization lengthl r'k2/2k”'170 @1#.
This greatly exceeds the cantori atr510p for the double
kicked system, hence the shoulders that develop are evid
for cantori localization. For the single kicked system one c
observe a boxlike distribution due to ther520p boundary,
which is also smaller than the localization length.

For our parameters~k5300, N550, d52.8 GHz! the
single kick system saturates to a momentum distribution w
an additional 10% of the total number of atoms in excess
r510p. Figure 9 compares the percentage of atoms
cross the momentum value ofr510p for the single and
double kicks. This calculation includes the spontane
emission rate ofh50.02 per kick cycle. Also, the single kic
system has a ‘‘quantum break time’’ of approximatelyN
57, whereas the double kicked system needs about 15 k
to come to equilibrium. Ther510p cantori slows the initial
diffusion of atoms. The quick equilibrium for similar finite
length single pulses has been experimentally observed@12#,
while the slow initial diffusion is clearly seen in our Fig. 6

FIG. 9. The calculated probability for finding particles in exce
of r510p, vs kick number, as calculated for a kick strength ofk
5300 and spontaneous emission rate ofh50.02 per pulse period
The solid line is the single kick, while the dotted line is the doub
kick.
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V. DISCUSSION

Decoherence in the atomic optics manifestation of
kicked rotor has recently been observed@10,11,16#. The de-
cohering effect of spontaneous emission is small but s
noticeable in our present data. Whereas a fully quantum
tem saturates and the percentage of atoms found beyon
r510p cantori remains constant, spontaneous emission
ates a slow drift in the system toward the classical equi
rium configuration where23 of the particles are outside thes
cantori. The coupling of a quantum system to extrane
degrees of freedom, or theenvironment, destroys quantum
coherences. In these quantum chaos experiments utili
atomic optics the quantum dynamics become susceptibl
the decohering effects of spontaneous emission. The e
ronment in this case is the vacuum fluctuations. A heuris
model for decoherence observed in our double kick syst
along with further experimental data, will be presented in
forthcoming publication. The model is similar to that pr
sented in@10,11#. However, from an experimental view o
our present data one can clearly observe the slow drift of
quantum system towards the classical equilibrium configu
tion.

By using a periodic train of double~finite-width! pulses
we create a system with two strongly chaotic regions se
rated by a cantorus. Using laser cooled atoms and a pu
laser beam we have a pristine environment for experim
tally observing a quantum system’s inhibition to diffusio
through cantori. Previous theoretical work@5–8# supports the
hypothesis that when the flux of classical phase sp
through turnstiles is less than Planck’s constant then
movement of particles across the barrier is restricted. O
measurements and calculations of the movement of at
through the cantorus support the conclusion that when
phase space flux is of order the system fails to see the h
in the cantori@14#. The restriction of the quantum particle’
momentum is remarkable when one considers the underl
classical phase space. For the kick strengths used in ou
periment ther510p cantori are not noticeable in the Poin
caré section, just an apparent region of stochasticity co
strained by the barrier atr530p. However, the effect of the
cantori remains significant for the quantum system.
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